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Fundamental questions: 
-why physical constants we 

measure are the values they are? 
- can they change in time and 

space?
- how different our world would 

be if the constants were changed?
- are there any regions of space in 
which physics does not allow our 

type of life?
- what was the/was there any 
freedom of choice of physical 

constants initially (multiverse)? 



Plan:

 1. The roots of varying constants cosmologies.
 2. Theoretical realization in particle physics 

models.   
 3. Anthropic coincidences and the anthropic 

principles. 
4. The multiverse. 

 5. Remarks. 



1. The roots of varying constants cosmologies.

   Sir Henry Cavendish (1798) – made crucial measurement of a fundamental 

constant - the gravitational constant G = 6,67 x 10-11 m3/kg s2 



``Natural'' units of mass, length and time: 

Measurements of the speed of light c:
Ole Rømer (1675) – c = 220,000 km/s (too small), 

James Bradley (1826) - c =301,000 km/s, 
Albert Michaelson (1926) – c = 299,796 +/- 4 km/s 

George Stoney (1874) –  introduced the ``electrine'' unit 
e=10-20 Ampere-seconds to get his ``natural'' units 
(ε0 - permittivity of space (Coulomb's Law - 1785)) 

MJ = (e2/4πε0G)1/2 = 10-7  gram

LJ = (Ge2/4πε0c
4)1/2 = 10-37  meters

tJ = (Ge2/4πε0c
6)1/2 = 3 x10-46  seconds



This was modified by Max Planck (1899) following the discovery of 
the electron charge by J. Thompson (1897) e = 1.6 x 10-19 Coulombs 

and the introduction of the Planck constant h = 6.6 x 10-34 J s 
and the Boltzmann constant k = 1.38 x 10-23 J/K 

Mpl = (hc/G)1/2 = 5.56 x 10-5  gram

Lpl = (Gh/c3)1/2 = 4.13 x 10-35  meters

tpl = (Gh/c5)1/2 = 1.38 x 10-43  seconds
Tpl = (hc5/k2G)1/2 = 3.5 x 1032 Kelvin



Studies of various physical constants ratios: 

Hermann Weyl (1919) – found that 

the electron radius to its gravitational radius was ~ 1040 

Arthur Eddington (1921-1935) discussed the ratios:

1) proton-to-electron mass 1/β = mp / me ~ 1840

2) an inverse of fine structure constant 1/α = (hc)/(2πe2) ~ 137

3) ratio of electromagnetic to gravitational force between 

a proton and an electron e2/(4πε0G me mp) ~ 1040  

4) and introduced the ``Eddington number'' Nedd ~ 1080

However, his explanations became too ``numerological'' – 

e.g. were considered as solutions of 10m2 – 136 m + 1 = 0 etc.   



Dirac's Large Numbers Hypothesis

  February 1937 – Paul Adrien Maurice Dirac (1902-1984) 

(while on his honeymoon with Eugene Wigner's sister 
Margit) made interesting remarks about the relations 

between atomic and cosmological quantities: 

   
    1. Ratio of electromagnetic to gravitational force 

between a proton and an electron 

Fe/Fp = e2/4πε0G me mp  = 2,3 x 1039 ~ 1040

Electromagnetic force is extremely strong compared to 

gravitational. Why?  



2. Ratio of the observable universe 
to the classical radius of the electron 

(c/H0) / (e
2/4πε0mec

2) = 5,1 x 1040 ~ 1040

Hubble parameter at present

H0 = 72 km/ s Mpc    (1pc = 3,0856 x 1018 cm)

Electron radius: 

electric potential energy of a ball of a constant density charge ~ relativistic energy



3. Number of protons in the observable universe

N = (4/3) [π ρ (c/H0)
3]/ mp = c3/(2 mp GH0) = 

5,55 x 1080 ~ Nedd ~ (1040)2 

where the critical density
  ρ = (3H0

2)/(8 π G) ~ 10-29  g/cm3

Hubble parameter changes in time!
H(t) = [da(t)/dt]/a(t)    

where a(t) – scale factor describing the 
expansion rate of the universe



Remark: the ratios 2)√Nedd and 3) Nedd contain 

the time-varying Hubble parameter
and so they must be   

either
the result of a coincidence of the current moment of the 

evolution and will change in time 

or   
if they are to stay the same because of some physical 

reasons, then the physical constants they contain 
(e, G, c, mp, me) would have to evolve in time



Consequences: e, me, mp would need reformulating 

atomic and nuclear physics.
„Safe” suggestion: only gravitational ``constant'' G 

would change

If G ~ H(t) = (da/dt)/a  ,
then   a(t) ~ t1/3 and G(t) ~ 1/t  

Nice conclusion: electromagnetic force is strong 
compared to gravitational since the universe is ``old'' 

i.e. 
Fe/Fp ~ (e2/ me mp) t  ~  t !!!



Brans-Dicke scalar-tensor gravity (1961):

  Ernst Mach  (1838 – 1916) – mass (inertial) of a given particle in the 

Universe is a consequence of the interaction of it with the rest of the 
(mass of the) Universe 

De Sitter (1917) and Gödel (1949) proved that it is not fulfilled in 
Einstein's general relativity (tensor gravity)  

The gravitational constant G should be associated with an average 

gravitational potential (scalar field) Φ surrounding a given particle: 

< Φ > = GM/ (c/H0) ~ 1/G = 1, 35 x 1028 g/cm

2. Theoretical realization 
in particle physics models. 



General Relativity (Einstein) – G = const.  
Rμν – ½ gμν R = (8πG/c4) Tμν

Brans-Dicke scalar-tensor gravity 
Rμν – ½ gμν R = (8π/Φc4) Tμν + (ω/Φ2)[ΦμΦν   

  - (1/2) gμν ∂ρΦ∂ρΦ] + (1/Φ) (Φ;μν - gμν Φ;μ
;μ)

ω is Brans-Dicke parameter. 
If ω → ∞,  BD theory → Einstein theory  



  

 The idea is used in the theories of unification of fundamental 

interactions (gravitational, electromagnetic, nuclear weak and 
strong) such as the superstring theory, where variability of the 

intensity of the interactions is the rule.  

``running'' coupling 
constants

α1 = α  (e-m)

α2 =  αw  (weak) 

α2 = αs    (strong)
    

in the Early Universe 
only one common 
interaction existed

(symmetry)



Low-energy-effective superstring theory = 
Brans-Dicke theory for ω= - 1

String coupling constant (running) gs = exp(φ/2) 

changes in time with φ being called 
the dilaton [Φ = exp(-φ)]

 
Rμν – ½ gμν R = (ω+1)∂μφ∂νφ 

– (ω/2+1)gμν ∂ρφ∂ρφ + gμνφ;μ
;μ - φ;μν



A different choice than a big-bang is possible. 

Pre-big-bang cosmology – motivated by 
superstring theory 

(M. Gasperini, G. Veneziano – 1991)

Evolution begins at minus infinity in time – big-
bang (t=0) is a ``smooth'' transient state. 



Dual branches (pre-big-bang) and post-big-bang. 
 



Cyclic universes –
ancient Greek tradition

Brane universes (ekpyrotic, 
cyclic, oscillating)

 „Ribirthing”



Ekpyrotic and cyclic cosmologies 
(Steinhardt, Turok 2001).

A fine-tuned choice of an attractive (positive 
pressure) and a repulsive matter (negative 

pressure) results in infinite oscillations of the 
universe 



Brane universes – big-bang is just repeated 
many times as a collision of two less-

dimensional branes (thin films) in higher-
dimensional space



  

Varying speed of light theories (VSL): c = c(t) 

Varying fine structure constant α theories (coupling 
constant of electromagnetic interactions) 

   α = (2πe2)/(hc) = 1/(137,036) →  α = α(t)

• Varying beta β (electron-to-proton mass ratio)  

   β = me / mp = 1/1836 → β = β(t)

Other possibilities: 

Varying weak/strong coupling constant theories  

   αw, s = (g2)/(2hc) (~ 1/27 , ~1) → αw, s = αw, s (t)

Other theoretical realizations:



Some examples: 

1. Observational limit on |(dG/dt)/G| < 10-13/year 

from nucleosynthesis  

2. Observational limit on β = me / mp = - 5,7 x 10-14/year 

from quasars 

How much physical ``constants'' may vary?

How would that change the view of the universe?

There exist various observational constraints 

on the variability of ``constants'' - 

for a review see 

J.-P. Uzan Rev. Mod. Phys. 75, 403 (2003) and arXiv: 1009.5514



3. Anthropic coincidences and the anthropic 
principles. 

What is a place of the man in the Universe? 

Observation: masses and sizes of the objects in our Universe 
are not arbitrary – masses are proportional to sizes.  

Why not random? 

Only certain 
structures exist.

Hint:
Stable equilibria

between fundamental 
interactions!

 



Some examples of coincidences for our life to exist: 

- water shrinks at 0-4 Celcius degree which allows 
fish to survive the winter;

- the Earth has the only one, and a relatively large 
natural satellite due to which it 
does not „wobble” chaotically;

- electrons are „light enough” compared to the 
nuclei and so they allow to form complicated 

chemical structures by atoms
- primordial nucleosynthesis (formation of nuclei) 

possible only for 
very narrow range of values of α and β 

- ...    
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Chaotic change of planets' obliquity (axial tilt).

Mars has only tiny moons (captured asteroids ~ 10 km) and its 
chaotic change of obliquity can be as much as 45 degrees. 

Poles may almost interchange with the equator – 
dramatic for life to survive.  

The Earth without the Moon could change its obliquity 
of about 6-7 degrees

 (Laskar, Robutel 1993) 

The Earth with the Moon changes it obliquity only of about 
1,3 degrees – the Moon stabilizes the Earth 



size of the nucleous/size of an atom 
~ α β = (1/137)(1/1836) << 1. 

If the size of the nucleus and the 
electron were comparable, the atom 
would look like a binary system of 
stars and the compositions of the 

chemicals would be more difficult 
to form. 

Way to a rich chemistry



Nucleosynthesis in the early Universe (0.04 s < t < 500 s) 
may only take place in a fixed period of temperatures (times) 

which is governed by α and β = me / mp, i.e., 

0.1 me < T < α mp

This interval of temperature could not have existed, if 
α < β

Luckily, for an electron e and a nucleon
α = 1/137 >  β = 1/1836

and so the nucleosynthesis was possible.
However, if an electron had a mass equal to a muon μ, then 

α = 1/137 <  β = mμ/mp = 0.11

and the nucleosynthesis could not have been possible.



In fact, these are examples of 
the anthropic statement that 

the Universe is 
extremely ``fine-tuned” to host us!



The anthropic principles

What are they?
What is their practical use? 

Are they ``physical''? 
Aren't they an obvious tautology? 

 Should physicists take them 
into account or just ignore them? 

 



Cosmological  
Anthropic Principles

Brandon Carter (1974),
Frank J. Tipler 

& John D. Barrow (1986)

What was the reason that out of many possible  ways of 
evolution of the Universe a special one was chosen – the one 

which led to formation of the galaxies, stars,  planetary 
systems and, consecutively, 

an unconscious life and a conscious life? 
(obvious relation to physics, chemistry, biology, psychology, 

philosophy, theology)



Weak Anthropic Principle

The observed values of all physical and 
cosmological quantities are not equally probable, 

but they take on values restricted by the 
requirement that there exist sites where 
carbon-based life can evolve and by the 

requirement that the Universe be old enough for it 
to have already done so.  

(life „may” evolve – Bayes theorem in probability) 



Strong Anthropic Principle 

The Universe must have those properties which 
allow life to develop within it at some stage in its 

history. 

In other words (physically): 
constants of Nature (e.g. gravitational constant) and 
laws of Nature (e.g. Newton’s law of gravity) must 

be such that life can exist 



Interpretation A

There exists only one possible Universe ``designed’’ 
with the goal of generating and sustaining 

``observers’’.

(teleology – „An Intelligent Project”) 



Interpretation B

Observers are necessary to bring the Universe 
into being. 

(PAP – Participatory Anthropic Principle)

(John Archibald Wheeler, ideas of Berkeley)  



Interpretation C

An ensemble of other different universes is 
necessary for the existence of our Universe.  

(Many-Worlds theory of H. Everett; contemporary 
superstring theory admits an incredibly many ways

10500 – one and 500 zeros = (10100)5  = (1 googol)5 
of generating possible sets of constants of Nature. 
Each of them may also be governed by a different  

set of laws of Nature.) 



Final Anthropic Principle 

Intelligent information-processing must come into 
existence in the Universe, and, once it comes into 

existence, it will never die out.  



Another formulation
 (of Final Anthropic Principle): 

No moral values of any sort can exist in a lifeless 
cosmology. 



Discussion: Strong Anthropic Principle – interpretation C

W – a set of all possible universes with all possible values 
of the fundamental physical constants (e.g. light velocity) 

and all possible physical laws (e.g. gravitational Newton’s law)

P – a set of the Universes with the values of the fundamental constants 
and physical laws which admit 

the existence of observers (not necessarily the human)

T – test (observation), which out of the set of all possible 
universes W described by a certain physical theory 

selects the Universe which belongs to P



Some interpretations say that: 

• either there exists an Intelligent Designer, who planned the 
Universe in a way which allows the humans to exist

• or there exists an infinite set of all possible universes (with 
humans occupying one or some of them)

However (Heller 2008):

God as Omnipotent could have created both one Universe 
and also infinitely many Universes 

(though in many of them there is no life of our type).

Then, the hypothesis of many Universes does not exclude the 
hypothesis of a God (it is even more attractive from the point 

of view of the power and Omnipotency of God – i.e. 
theologically)



4. The multiverse.

Many-Worlds theory of H. Everett (1957) – very 
philosophical – challenged by quantum mechanics 

interpretators (statistical, Copenhagen, MWI)



Contemporary superstring theory seem to give 
firm framework for considering different scenarios 
of evolution of the fundamental sets of constants of 

Nature and also the laws of Nature.

Many ways of symmetry breaking and choices of 
a quantum mechanical vacuum.

A 9-dimensional space (plus time) is compactified 
into a 3-dimensional in a couple of hundreds (500) 
ways (topological cycles); about 10 fluxes can wrap 

on them giving 10500 options (worlds) – 
this is called the Multiverse

  





Multiverse by the eternal inflation – 

each bubble has its own vacuum. 



Is the idea of multiverse testable?

What do we mean by the multiverse?

1. The set of pieces of our universe each of 
them having different physical constants 

(laws)
2. The set of completely independent entities 

(i.e. disconnected) each of them having 
different physical constants (laws)



Proposal 1 – seems testable 

Proposal 2 – not easy to be testable



Testing the multiverse – 
but first think of challenges:

1. Construct an alternative scenario (to a unique we know) of 
the evolution of the universe which were consistent and 

allowed life (not necessarily of ``our type'' – what type?).
2. Construct a consistent scenario of the evolution of the 
universe which would not allow life of any type (not easy 

because of the fined-tuning/anthropic bounds) 

Big-bang, inflation, nucleosynthesis, galaxy formation, 
life...???



Is an idea of the multiverse practical 
and not a fantasy? 

Barrow, Tipler (1986) 
Classical cosmology (Einstein field equations) – only one 

solution out of the infinite number (aleph-one) 
realizes as our universe (or a piece of it?)

Quantum cosmology – needs all the classical 
solutions to be present in the quantum solution 

(wave function) to get a probability of creating one 
of the universes (of a certain radius)



Classical cosmology – needs some initial conditions as 
physical laws to resolve the problem of choosing ``this'' 

solution (a point) which is our universe and not another  

Quantum cosmology (multiverse) – all the initial points 
(universes) are present in the solution – there is no need 

for initial conditions though now all the logically 
possible universes exist  

We enlarge onthology (all universes instead of one) 
Reduce physical laws (no need fo initial conditions) 

Is it reasonable!



What is the enlarged ontology analogous to? 
Copernican system critics by Occam's principle:
What is the spatial enlargement of the Universe 

in the  Copernican system for?  

Ptolemaic system  
Tychonic system – Sun and Moon rotate the Earth, other 

planets rotate the Sun
Occam's principle arguments against 

Copernican system 



5. Remarks.

• Philosophically  the idea of varying fundamental constants is 
very attractive  since it gives an opportunity for considering all 
possible options of the evolution of the universe which are 
logically possible and mathematically admissible;  
•  The universe understood by ``everything which exists” is quite 
obvious but it may also be extended to obey „everything which is 
thought of” and presumably not real though if it is applied to the 
idea of multiverse, then  ``everything'' contains both – everything 
which exists, and everything which is thought of;  
• It is perhaps much easier to test the idea of multiverse which is 
understood as a part of our universe with evolving (and so 
different) physical constants than the multiverse in the sense of 
decoherent (and so fully separated) histories



Thank you!





Some important questions: 







Another comment: it seems that there are no obstacles 
to a hypothesis that there exists life in the universe 

which is of a different nature (i.e., totally unlike our 
form of life).

In many-world interpretation the set W philosophically 
plays the role of an absolute – it appeals to infinity and 

explains everything. 

Then, rejecting an absolute in the form of God one brings a 
new absolute into being - the set W of infinitely many 

Universes. 

The question remains if the absolute is God, or if it is an 
abstract set W?  

Besides, the infinity is necessary in order to explain the 
existence of a man in the Universe. 



Wormholes (Wheeler's time machines) as paths to 
„other” (parallel) universes (connected black holes) 

signalling their reality 



• d = 5

Myers-Perry 
black holes 

Black Ring

More complicated configurations 
(Emparan, Reall 2004, others)

If the spacetime is of 5 or more dimensions, then 
there exist more exotic objects than just black holes - they 

have more complicated geometry 
(though are still covered by the horizon).



Di-Rings Black Saturn

Bicycling Rings



New singularities as paths to parallel universes? 

Type 0 - Big-Bang a → 0, p → ∞, ρ → ∞
Type I - Big-Rip a → ∞, p → ∞, ρ → ∞
Type II - Sudden Future (includes Big Boost and Big-Brake) a = 
const., ρ = const., p → ∞ 
Type IIg - Generalized Sudden Future a= const., ρ = const., p 
=const., dp/dt → ∞
Type III - Finite Scale Factor (also Big-Freeze) a = const., p → ∞, 
ρ → ∞
Type IV - Big Separation: a= const., p → 0, w → ∞ (and
generalizations p = const.)
Type V - w-singularity a= const., p = ρ = 0, w → ∞ (and 
generalizations p =const.)
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